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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES

AN OVERVIEW:Zahid Jamil & Co (ZJC), Chartered Accountants provide assistance to our clients for financial planning and
control to service the decision making.

THESE SERVICES INCLUDE:













Core Financials Revenue Management
Strategic financial planning and management
Valuation of assets and appraisal businesses
Profit and performance management strategies
Business strategic planning / Strategic Business Planning
Corporate recovery and turn around services / Corporate Recovery/Business Turnaround services
Business Risk Consulting and internal audit
Computer Risk Management (CRM) / IT security and risk management
Business Process Re-engineering
Benchmarking
Expense and procurement management
Project & work Management

SERVICES ARE DIRECTED TOWARDS:








Helping clients evolve their mission statements no dot at end of the following sentences
Developing Strategy to reap rewards of change which is accelerating exponentially and managing risks
implicit in the venture
Appraising business proposals and develop a range of options for enhancing enterprise value
Identify value drivers of business
Undertaking management performance appraisal
Helping change-management and change-implementation
Assisting in strategic financial planning process
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FEASIBILITY STUDIES
Generally a comprehensive feasibility study comprises technical feasibility, market feasibility and financial
feasibility. Assignments culminate in a comprehensive report accompanied by detailed financial
projections, analysis and recommendation.

STRATEGIC FINANCIAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
The service includes analysis of different option sourcing funds and recommending a corporate structure
and business arrangement suitable to an enterprise.

VALUATION AND APPRAISAL OF ASSETS AND BUSINESS
This service is provided to clients seeking to determine the worth of their business or that of a target entity
with a view to make a decision to sell their business or buy a target entity. Valuation and appraisal
assignment are also undertaken to determine the current market value of the assets of a business as a
prelude to various mode of corporate restructuring and also to conform to prudential regulations issued by
the State Bank of Pakistan.

PROFIT AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
These assignments have specific focus for improving the bottom-line by profit enhancement or curbing
causing of losses. Services generally involve a review of the pricing and costing structure with due emphasis
on reducing or eliminating wastage of all sorts relevant to an enterprise. Guidance is also given to
management in developing proper cost centre, budgets and MIS through a comprehensive report outlining
our recommendation for remedial actions.

BUSINESS STRATEGIC PLANNING
Translating a corporate mission statement into reality requires a blue print of strategic steps and
milestones envision able in the future. Since strategic planning seeks to strike an optimum utilization of
available resources and that too looking into the future, it may rightly be called a visionary’s job
description. Acumen, institution, scientific knowledge and data combination to form a business strategy
plan. And what more, the plan needs periodic reviewing. The more awarded corporate leaders often seek
external assistance from consultants at formulation as well as review stages.
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CORPORATE RECOVERY AND TURNAROUND SERVICES
Some troubled enterprises need a range of help from advisors through a variety of services which deal with
financial restructuring, turnaround strategies, corporate reorganization and coordination with lenders and
other financial institutions, to avoid imminent liquidation.

BUSINESS RISK CONSULTING
This enables clients to understand and identify such risk with a view to manage them. Timely assessment of
such risks and remedial action to manage them can play a significant role in averting potential danger of
disrupting the business.
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